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March 28th,  2013

John Traversy    via GC-KEY
Secretary General 
Canadian Radio-television and
Telecommunications Commission
Ottawa, Ontario  K1A 0N2

 RE:   Process deadlines and CRTC’s Web site

Mr. Traversy,

1. It appears that the Commission is having difficulty posting submissions on its web site in a timely 
manner.   As the current rules and procedures no longer call for participants to email courtesy 
copies to each other, the CRTC’s web site is now the only authoritative source for all submissions.  
Delayed postings to the web site is therefore having an impact in participant’s abilities to respond 
to all submissions.

2. While some courtesy emails are still being sent by some participants, they do not necessarily reach 
all participants. And participants who only submit to the Commission’s web site are at a disadvantage 
as their arguments will only be seen much later and often not even considered by other intervenors 
because they are seen too late.

3. Another problem is that there are often partial postings to the CRTC’s web site with no indication 
of whether this is a complete or incomplete list of submissions. (This is the case today for 2012-79 
and 2013-80 where some but not all submissions were posted today.

4. In the 2012-557 Wireless file, there was also a case of a  convenient  but incomplete “package” 
of submissions in a .zip file published one day, and updated with more submissions in the same 
.zip file a few days later with no indication the .zip had been updated and that the first version was 
incomplete. When a .zip file containing multiple submissions is update, there should be mention 
with a date of last update to that file.

5. As a result, Vaxination suggests that each stage of a process contain an indication on the web site 
whether all submissions have been posted, whether more are being processed or if there are some 
submissions awaiting approval. Until there is a “final” status, participants know they need to check 
regularly.
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6. Furthermore, Vaxination suggests that the Commission take the reality of it own web site’s 
management into consideration when it sets deadlines for replies. Setting a reply deadline of one 
week after comments are due when it can take up to one week for the Commission to post the 
comments is not realistic.

Regards,

Jean-François Mezei
Vaxination informatique
jfmezei@vaxination.ca
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